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15A NCAC 12F .0202 CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATION

Comment - (Southern Environmental Law Center on behave of the North Carolina Conservation
Network, Pamlico-Tar River Foundation, Clean Air Carolina, Appalachian Voices, Cape Fear
River Watch, Western North Carolina Alliance, Clean Water for North Carolina, Environmental
Defense Fund, Neuse Riverkeeper Foundation, and North Carolina League of Conservation
Voters):
First, the rule codified in 15A N.C. Admin. Code 12F .0202 state the criteria for inclusion in the natural
and scenic rivers system. This rule explicitly supplements criteria stated in N.C. Gen. Stat. § 113A-35,
and demonstrates agency recognition of the need for regulations to elaborate on the skeletal framework
provided the legislature. 30 The expiration of this rule would entirely eliminate certain criteria from
consideration by the State. For instance, the State would no longer be required to consider the
“environmental quality” of the waters proposed for designation as “natural or “scenic” rivers.31
The provisions of the rule related to “environmental quality” provide important guidance about, inter alia,
the desirable natural state of the shoreline adjacent to these river segments.32 Without this rule, the only
statutory guidance on this subject must be wrested from the undefined phrases “essentially primitive” and
“largely primitive and largely undeveloped.”33 In contrast, the rule clarifies the acceptable degree of
habitation, development, and “evidence of man’s intrusion” that may be visible from a river worthy of
“natural” and “scenic” designation.
Even where the Natural and Scenic Rivers Act states a criterion for consideration, the rules provide
important clarity. For instance, the Act simply requires that, to be eligible for designation, a river segment
“must be no less than one mile.”34 The rule states, however, that “a river segment should be long enough
to provide a rewarding experience and to encompass a sufficient portion of those features and processes
that make the segment worthy of consideration”; accordingly, the rule provides that, in urban areas,
designated river segments should generally be “at least two and one-half miles long” while, in rural areas,
“a segment should be at least five miles in length.35
With respect to the “boundaries” of natural and scenic rivers, the legislature expressly recognized the
value of agency input, stating that boundaries should be “the visual horizon or such distance from each
shoreline as may be determined to be necessary by the Secretary, but shall not be less than 20 feet.”36 The
rule codified in 15A N.C. Admin. Code 12F .0202 expresses the Secretary’s determination that “the
natural features and forces necessary for the maintenance of a high quality riverine resources must be
identified, and boundaries should be established to provide for adequate protection of these features.”37 A
clarification authorized and invited by the legislature can hardly be described as “unnecessary.”
Another invitation for clarification was extended when the legislature stated, in the Natural and Scenic
Rivers Act, that public access to designated rivers “shall be limited, but may be permitted to the extent
deemed proper by the Secretary, and in keeping with the property interest acquired by the Department
and the purposes of this Article.”38 The statute clearly envisions the codification of one or more rules to
govern the terms of public access to support those purposes. The resulting rule, codified pursuant to that
statute, speaks to the means of access, addresses the permissible location and visibility of roads, and
provides specific instruction applicable to coastal waters. The rule that establishes “the extent” of public
access “deemed proper by the Secretary” is therefore necessary to implement the statute.
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To summarize, the rules governing designation and management of natural and scenic rivers are not
“unnecessary,” and, if DPR has received no adverse public comments with respect to these rules, they
should be designated as “necessary without substantive public interest.”
Agency Response:
We have made the final determination as Necessary with Substantive Public Interest and will consider
your comments during the readoption process.

Comment - (Friends of State Parks):
DENR adopted four rules to fulfill the legislature's vision, and we believe they are necessary to
achieve that purpose. The first rule clarifies and augments the list of criteria for designation of a river
as "natural" or "scenic." In sum, the rules in Subchapter 12F are necessary to implement the Natural
and Scenic Rivers Act because they explain, in far more detail than the Act itself, how these rivers will
be selected and protected.
Agency Response:
We have made the final determination as Necessary with Substantive Public Interest and will consider
your comments during the readoption process.
.
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15A NCAC 12F .0302 NATURAL AND SCENIC RIVERS

Comment - (Southern Environmental Law Center on behave of the North Carolina Conservation
Network, Pamlico-Tar River Foundation, Clean Air Carolina, Appalachian Voices, Cape Fear
River Watch, Western North Carolina Alliance, Clean Water for North Carolina, Environmental
Defense Fund, Neuse Riverkeeper Foundation, and North Carolina League of Conservation
Voters):
To continue, because the shoreline of a designated river is not necessarily owned by DENR, the rule in
15A N.C. Admin. Code 12F .0302 is necessary to clarify the bounds of DPR’s jurisdiction. By statute, the
law enforcement jurisdiction of park rangers is limited to “lands or waters under the control or
supervision of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources.”39 Thus, the rule provides an
important distinction between places where the law (e.g., “rules” and “regulations”) may be enforced (i.e.,
“only in areas to which the state has either prior jurisdiction or fee simple possession”40) and places where
DPR’s law enforcement jurisdiction is nonexistent and enforcement of “policies and procedures” may be
appropriately limited by the terms attached to the grant of a lesser property interest. Certainly a rule
explaining how, if at all, the implementation of the Natural and Scenic Rivers Act affects the jurisdiction
of the implementing agency is necessary to the successful implementation of the Act itself.
To summarize, the rules governing designation and management of natural and scenic rivers are not
“unnecessary,” and, if DPR has received no adverse public comments with respect to these rules, they
should be designated as “necessary without substantive public interest.”
Agency Response:
We have made the final determination as Necessary with Substantive Public Interest and will consider
your comments during the readoption process.

Comment - (Friends of State Parks):
DENR adopted four rules to fulfill the legislature's vision, and we believe they are necessary to
achieve that purpose. The second rule provides important clarification of the law enforcement
jurisdiction of DPR on or near natural and scenic rivers. In sum, the rules in Subchapter 12F are
necessary to implement the Natural and Scenic Rivers Act because they explain, in far more detail than
the Act itself, how these rivers will be selected and protected.
Agency Response:
We have made the final determination as Necessary with Substantive Public Interest and will consider
your comments during the readoption process
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15A NCAC 12F .0303 MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RIVER AREAS

Comment - (Southern Environmental Law Center on behave of the North Carolina Conservation
Network, Pamlico-Tar River Foundation, Clean Air Carolina, Appalachian Voices, Cape Fear
River Watch, Western North Carolina Alliance, Clean Water for North Carolina, Environmental
Defense Fund, Neuse Riverkeeper Foundation, and North Carolina League of Conservation
Voters):
Perhaps no rules are more important to the implementation of the Natural and Scenic Rivers Act than the
two rules addressing the management of natural and scenic rivers. The rules codified in 15A N.C. Admin.
Code 12F .0303 and 15A N.C. Admin. Code 12F .0304 are especially important because the Act itself is
entirely silent regarding how these natural resources, after their inclusion in the natural and scenic rivers
system, should be managed.41 No statute addresses, for instance, the nature and management of facilities
adjacent to, the recreational activities consistent with designation as, or the location of public access
points along a natural or scenic river. This guidance is provided exclusively in the rules in Subchapter
12F.42 Indeed, with the exception of a state prohibiting State authorization of certain public projects that
would affect natural and scenic rivers,43 the Natural and Scenic Rivers Act says nothing about what can or
cannot be done on or near rivers after they are acquired as part of the system.
In contrast, the rules provide necessary guidance critical to managing these resources so as to preserve
their natural and scenic condition. The implementation of a program for the preservation of natural
resources inherently requires maintenance of those resources to preserve the natural characteristics
deemed worthy or preservation. As such, it is troubling that DENR would be complicit in the potential
expiration of all rules pertaining to the management of natural and scenic rivers, even as DPR seeks to
administer the natural and scenic rivers system.
To summarize, the rules governing designation and management of natural and scenic rivers are not
“unnecessary,” and, if DPR has received no adverse public comments with respect to these rules, they
should be designated as “necessary without substantive public interest.”
Agency Response:
We have made the final determination as Necessary with Substantive Public Interest and will consider
your comments during the readoption process.

Comment (Friends of State Parks):
DENR adopted four rules to fulfill the legislature's vision, and we believe they are necessary to
achieve that purpose. The third and fourth rules are especially important. They include various
provisions related to the management of natural and scenic rivers, including language detailing the
acceptable recreational activities in, location of public access to, and management of facilities near these
exceptional water bodies. In sum, the rules in Subchapter 12F are necessary to implement the Natural
and Scenic Rivers Act because they explain, in far more detail than the Act itself, how these rivers will
be selected and protected.
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Agency Response:
We have made the final determination as Necessary with Substantive Public Interest and will consider
your comments during the readoption process.
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15A NCAC 12F .0304 MANAGEMENT OF SCENIC RIVER AREAS

Comment - (Southern Environmental Law Center on behave of the North Carolina Conservation
Network, Pamlico-Tar River Foundation, Clean Air Carolina, Appalachian Voices, Cape Fear
River Watch, Western North Carolina Alliance, Clean Water for North Carolina, Environmental
Defense Fund, Neuse Riverkeeper Foundation, and North Carolina League of Conservation
Voters):
Perhaps no rules are more important to the implementation of the Natural and Scenic Rivers Act than the
two rules addressing the management of natural and scenic rivers. The rules codified in 15A N.C. Admin.
Code 12F .0303 and 15A N.C. Admin. Code 12F .0304 are especially important because the Act itself is
entirely silent regarding how these natural resources, after their inclusion in the natural and scenic rivers
system, should be managed.41 No statute addresses, for instance, the nature and management of facilities
adjacent to, the recreational activities consistent with designation as, or the location of public access
points along a natural or scenic river. This guidance is provided exclusively in the rules in Subchapter
12F.42 Indeed, with the exception of a state prohibiting State authorization of certain public projects that
would affect natural and scenic rivers,43 the Natural and Scenic Rivers Act says nothing about what can or
cannot be done on or near rivers after they are acquired as part of the system.
In contrast, the rules provide necessary guidance critical to managing these resources so as to preserve
their natural and scenic condition. The implementation of a program for the preservation of natural
resources inherently requires maintenance of those resources to preserve the natural characteristics
deemed worthy or preservation. As such, it is troubling that DENR would be complicit in the potential
expiration of all rules pertaining to the management of natural and scenic rivers, even as DPR seeks to
administer the natural and scenic rivers system.
To summarize, the rules governing designation and management of natural and scenic rivers are not
“unnecessary,” and, if DPR has received no adverse public comments with respect to these rules, they
should be designated as “necessary without substantive public interest.”
Agency Response:
We have made the final determination as Necessary with Substantive Public Interest and will consider
your comments during the readoption process.

Comment (Friends of State Parks):
DENR adopted four rules to fulfill the legislature's vision, and we believe they are necessary to
achieve that purpose. The third and fourth rules are especially important. They include various
provisions related to the management of natural and scenic rivers, including language detailing the
acceptable recreational activities in, location of public access to, and management of facilities near these
exceptional water bodies. In sum, the rules in Subchapter 12F are necessary to implement the Natural
and Scenic Rivers Act because they explain, in far more detail than the Act itself, how these rivers will
be selected and protected.
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Agency Response:
We have made the final determination as Necessary with Substantive Public Interest and will consider
your comments during the readoption process.
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